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“HANDMADE: Rudolph Serra & Anna Strickland” 
 
 
/NoHo, New York City – Christian Duvernois Gallery is pleased to present HANDMADE – a new 
two-person exhibition featuring the terra cotta sculptures of Rudolph Serra and photographs by 
Anna Strickland. The exhibition is on view from May 11 – July 6, 2016. 
  
HANDMADE focuses on two distinguished practices that reveal the potential of the hand and its 
gestures in creating objects and images that invite contemplation. In the artworks exhibited, the 
hand is present as a trace, subject and/or metaphor. This concept echoes not only in the individual 
pieces but also through their juxtaposition in the gallery space – bringing to light expressive qualities 
throughout the interplay of forms and concepts. 
 
Anna Strickland’s Given series of photographs depicts hands of the artist’s friends, who were asked 
to hold for the camera their favorite natural objects, in the gesture of offering. Through the angle of 
shooting, which is above the objects in the sitters’ palms, these seemingly ordinary items become 
offerings gently displayed to the viewer, through the gesture that transforms quotidian into the 
exquisite. Given metaphorically speaks of the enjoyment in simple and most ordinary things in life – 
the thought present in Buddhism, which is Strickland’s major inspiration. The particular, complex 
photographic technique of palladium is renowned for showing refined variations in light and tonal 
gradations enhanced by being applied to hand-made gampi paper and also by painterly qualities 
achieved through the pigment application of the gum-bichromate process. In Strickland’s work, this 
technique underlines the artist’s lyrical approach to the subject and delivers ethereal and 
contemplative imagery. 
 
Rudolph Serra’s approach to art making might be described as the transformation of the earthly 
material of clay into organic, animated forms whose movement is temporarily suspended. “Growing 
up in San Francisco near the ocean, early impressions were made by the harsh weather’s impact on 
the long stretch of beach nearby.  The beach would change from a large, horizontal plain to high 
dunes, to deep tidal pools carved by the back wash of rip currents.” By engaging with the material 
usually associated with craft, Serra returns clay to its purest form. Oxygen-reduction firing on 



extremely high temperatures results in sculptures that are varied in color because the inherent 
qualities of the clay body are pulled to the surface of each sculpture. The artist’s processes of 
forming and firing the clay lead to constant experimentation with shapes, lines and volumes. Serra’s 
objects can be seen as three-dimensional drawings. Their folds and contours of rough and smooth 
surfaces correspond to ongoing transformations in our natural landscapes. 
 
 
 
/About Christian Duvernois Landscape/Gallery 
 
The Christian Duvernois Gallery exhibits works by a group of international artists who explore 
themes relating to landscape and the environment in a variety of mediums, as well as abstract 
tendencies in contemporary art.  
  
Serving as a laboratory for large-scale museum exhibitions, Christian Duvernois Gallery examines 
various perspectives of art and historical context – presenting not only contemporary pieces, but 
also prominent work from the European Post-War abstraction movement. 
 
 
/About Christian Duvernois, Director 
 
Born in Paris, Christian Duvernois has distinguished himself as a gallery owner, landscape designer, 
and lecturer. In 1981, Christian moved from Paris to New York City and opened an art gallery on 
Madison Avenue called Façade. Well-known by art circles in both New York and Europe, Façade 
specialized in classical and contemporary architectural and landscape design. The gallery featured 
paintings, sculptures, photographs, and architectural drawings that explored the various aspects of 
man’s relationship with his natural environment. 
Since 2001, Christian has operated a landscape design studio specializing in high-end residential 
gardens, while remaining active as a private dealer of works of art related to landscape and nature. 
In 2008 he published a book, Marie Antoinette and the Last Garden of Versailles, and is currently 
researching for a book on the Kitchen Garden at Versailles. 
/About Isabelle Leroy-Jay Lemaistre, Curatorial Advisor 
 
Isabelle Leroy-Jay Lemaistre has served as curator at the Sculpture Department and head of 19th 
century sculpture at the Louvre Museum since 1979. She has been involved in major exhibitions at 
the Louvre and at prominent institutions such as the High Museum of Art, Atlanta, the Forbidden 
City, Beijing, the National Palace Museum, Taipei, and the State Historical Museum, Moscow.  
 
 
/About Zeljka Himbele Kozul, Gallery Director 
 
Zeljka Himbele Kozul has been working with contemporary art for numerous years. She is a 
graduate of the prestigious Center for Curatorial Studies, Bard College, US. She held positions at 
the Museum of Contemporary Art, Zagreb, Croatia and the Museum of Art, Rhode Island School 
of Design, Providence, Rhode Island. Also, she curated exhibitions at Stephan Stoyanov Gallery, 
New York, NY; Art in General, New York, NY; NURTUREart, Brooklyn, NY; Big Medium Gallery, 
Austin, TX; Dorsky Gallery Curatorial Program, Long Island City, NY; Cuchifritos, New York, NY; 
Occurrence, Montreal, Canada; and Karlin Studios, Prague, Czech Republic, among many others.  
 
 
 


